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  Best endeavours have been made to ensure this release is free of bugs and other defects.  

Testing and Quality Assurance processes have deemed the release as fit for purpose.  

However, not all environments and scenarios can be simulated. Any bugs or defects 

identified with this build should be reported via the Reckon Virtual Cabinet Support Website 

www.lhssupport.co.uk 
 

 

               

Area Type Id Build Details 

Admin Fix 3669 3.3 Admin tab cannot be accessed 

Unable to switch to the admin tab when large 

numbers of sections are configured. 

3749 3.3 Unable to import users from CSV file 

Fixed an issue when trying to import a list of users 

from CSV file into VC. 

Auditing Fix 3792 3.3 Error returning audit of document 

C00001 error was seen when attempting to view 

the audit of a document which had been through 

a task process and client database was running 

SQL 2005. 

Business 

Layer 

Fix 3747 3.3 Business layer issues when content searching 

When content searching across large databases, 

with generic search terms, particularly when 

searches return very large documents, out of 

memory exceptions could occur and Virtual 

Cabinet performance was affected. 

CabiBond Fix 3430 3.3 Search ordering when executed from cabibond 

When performing a cabibond search (with no 

LEVEL specified within the command file) the 

results opened on the last result in the list rather 

than the document at the top. 
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CabiBond New 3795 3.3 Start a task from Cabibond search results 

Added the ability to start a task from the 

Cabibond search results screen. 

Capture Fix 3772 3.3 Capture service startup, occasional error 

VC capture service reported an "unable to find 

config file" error if the capture service was started 

just before the business layer service. 

Custom 

Extensions 

Fix 3894 3.3 Preindex custom extension issue 

The Preindex custom extension was longer 

passing the OriginalFileName correctly. 

Database New 3932 3.3 SQL server 2016 support 

Virtual Cabinet is officially compatible with SQL 

Server 2016 (Standard/Enterprise) 

Delete Fix 3780 3.3 Locking computer was prompting to delete 

document 

When locking the computer (Ctrl, Alt + Delete) 

virtual cabinet was prompting to delete the 

selected document. 

Document 

Creation 

Fix 3895 3.3 Issues opening documents after doc creation 

Double clicking to open documents and tasks was 

no longer working after producing and indexing a 

document from document creation. 

New 3672 3.3 Document creation button on quick access 

toolbar 

The document creation button can be added to 

the quick access toolbar. This allows creation of 

documents without the requirement for the intray 

tab to be selected. 

Editing Fix 3763 3.3 Issues when concurrently editing/viewing 

documents 

Viewing and editing documents from VC at the 

same time could cause the edited document to be 

incorrectly checked back in, losing the unsaved 

changes. 

New 3674 3.3 Remove 'successfully saved document' prompt 

You no longer receive unneeded success 

confirmation messages when sending documents 

to VC from Microsoft Office or Windows Explorer. 
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Email Fix 3340 3.3 Attachments not always displaying when in VC 

Virtual Cabinet was occasionally unable to 

recognise certain emails as having attachments 

when captured with CCMail. 

Emails Fix 3748 3.3 Certain emails replies were not being captured 

The identifying tags within the body of the email 

were found to be stripped off by some email 

clients resulting in emails not always being 

successfully captured. 

Indexing Fix 3739 3.3 Outlook indexing pane gets stuck connecting 

The Outlook Indexing Pane was getting stuck on 

connecting when an email is generated through 

Excel (File --> Share --> Email --> Send as 

Attachment). 

Indexing 

Engine 

Fix 3773 3.3 Certain Tiff files cannot be converted for OCR 

Certain Tiff files were causing issues when being 

indexed for content searching as they could not 

be extracted properly. 

Fix 3654 3.3 Open XML format documents not being indexed 

Office documents saved in Office Open XML 

Format were not OCR'd by the indexing engine. 

Error - "The supplied data appears to be in the 

Office 2007+ XML". 

Indexing 

Service 

Fix 3464 3.3 OCR performance improvements 

Image only PDF's were sometimes slow to 

complete the OCRing process. Performance 

improvements have been made. 

Intray Fix 3725 3.3 The intray screen is slow to load the UI 

Performance enhancements to address issues 

found the first time the intray tab is accessed, 

which were making it slow to load. 

3813 3.3 Intray refresh when editing in office addin 

The intray wasn't always refreshing following an 

edit in Word. The document was appearing on 

screen as being checked out however the edit 

process has already saved and checked the 

document back into VC. 
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Links Fix 3726 3.3 Cabibond process can stay open 

In certain environments the cabibond process 

was not closing when a document was opened 

and then closed via a VCLink. 

Lists Fix 3754 3.3 Error when loading large client lists 

C00273 - An error occurred calling the web service 

method ListValueLinkedList. Users were receiving 

this when VC was trying to load very large lists of 

clients. 

Merge Fix 3774 3.3 Merge issues with landscape/portrait PDFs 

When merging a landscape PDF with a portrait 

PDF the top of the portrait pages could get cut off. 

Office Addin Fix 3147 3.3 Office addin installation resets Outlook view 

Some users reported having to reconfigure their 

view settings within Outlook following the 

installation of the VC Office addin.  

3636 3.3 Outlook slow to open with multiple mailboxes 

With multiple mailboxes attached the VC office 

addin seemed to be slowing down the initial 

opening of Outlook. 

3677 3.3 Indexing pane connection issues 

Indexing pane within Outlook sometimes got 

stuck on connecting when using the next and 

previous item buttons. 

3799 3.3 Prompt for edit mode in office documents 

Changes made to support prompt for 'edit mode' 

if a user starts typing in an office document 

immediately after saving the document. Prompt 

no longer occurs on initial mouse click. 

3812 3.3 Office addin not always loading in Excel 

When using 'Open in new window' from the VC 

document viewer the office addin wasn't always 

loading in Excel. 
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Office Addin Fix 3818 3.3 Issues updating the file extension from addin 

Failed to file a document error seen when 

attempting to index a new document. This 

occurred if the extension of the document was 

changed during the naming process. 

3826 3.3 Searching checked out documents from office 

addin 

Searching for checked out documents via the 

Office addin was sometimes bringing back 

unexpected results. Fewer documents were being 

displayed in the search results than expected. 

3843 3.3 Office addin connection if business layer stopped 

If the business layer service stops after an Office 

application is opened and a user attempts to use 

the VC addin, then this would result in the 

application not responding. 

3897 3.3 Advisor Office Addin conflict 

Unable to generate letters within advisor office 

due to conflict with Office Addin 

  3900 3.3 Excel docs opened via sharepoint sometimes 

close 

VC Office addin could cause Excel documents 

opened via sharepoint to close automatically. This 

could happen when switching to Excel documents 

which are already open. 

Outlook Fix 3643 3.3 EML files being added to Outlook 

EML files opened from VC were being 

permanently added to the Outlook inbox. 

Packs Fix 3742 3.3 Pack favourites not always remembered 

Pack favourites were not being remembered if the 

pack only contained LEVEL02 documents. 

Re-Index Fix 3026 3.3 Re-indexing documents <Multiple Values> added 

When re-indexing to a section value that provides 

new index fields for one or more documents, 

these fields received the value <Multiple Values>. 
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Re-Index Fix 3305 3.3 Re-indexing multiple documents 

Issue when re-indexing multiple documents with 

intelligent indexing fields containing <Multiple 

Values> against different sections when 'Allow 

New Values' was set to off. 

3845 3.3 Re-indexing a document with linked fields 

When re-indexing a document, if data was 

removed from one intelligent indexing field then 

other intelligent indexing fields were being reset. 

  3802 3.3 Sequential re-indexing of documents from a task 

Issues found when sequentially re-indexing 

documents (from a task) to a different cabinet. 

Rename Fix 3787 3.3 Renaming a signed document with special 

characters 

Renaming a signed document returned from the 

portal required the user to remove the / within 

the date or VC would error - A file name can't 

contain the following characters \ / : * ? " < > | 

Reports Fix 3602 3.3 Error opening document from audit report 

C00001 error appeared when attempting to open 

an intray document which had been indexed 

already. Users are now shown a friendly 'no 

longer in the intray' popup. 

Saved 

Search 

Fix 2957 3.3 Saved search not running on email metadata 

When running a saved search it wouldn't perform 

the search on the email metadata alone (it would 

on any other information entered (level01)). 

Search Fix 2974 3.3 Cabibond searches sometimes return no results 

In certain circumstances performing a search 

through CabiBond containing square brackets 

didn't return any results unless it was an exact 

search. 

Search 

Screen 

Fix 3735 3.3 Error when searching the first time 

C00212 error appeared when a user selected the 

search tab for the first time and they didn’t have a 

default filing cabinet set for the search screen. 
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Search 

Screen 

Fix 3819 3.3 Search highlighting when switching tabs 

When searching across multiple filing cabinets 

and then switching between the tabs the first 

document was not being highlighted. 

Searching New 3671 3.3 Hide keyword search unless searching content 

Added the ability to show the keyword search box 

only when a content search is being performed. 

This helps ensure advanced search criteria are 

used when not looking for content. 

Shortcuts Fix 3655 3.3 Shortcut not always sending to VC 

"Always send me a shortcut" option didn't always 

work outside of the VC client. Office Addin and 

'Send to' options didn't send a shortcut to the 

user's intray. 

3827 3.3 Shortcut display name field not always populated 

Display name field (within the shortcut tab) was 

no longer displaying the index information from 

the edit/email/extract file name rule. The field was 

left blank. 

Split/Merge Fix 3682 3.3 Split preview not displaying for certain pages 

The split preview was not displaying for certain 

pages in a particular PDF document.  

Tasks Fix 3710 3.3 Primary task document can change 

When adding a new document to a task the 

primary document was changing. 

3711 3.3 Window focus on task completion 

Completing a task switched windows focus to 

another active application rather than back to VC. 

3712 3.3 Unable to complete task if comment not present 

"Unable to complete task. A reason has not been 

specified for the chosen action" sometimes 

appeared when a user did not complete the 

comment field. 
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Tasks 

 

Fix 3803 3.3 Issue completing a task with deleted document 

Couldn't complete a task if the document 

requiring re-index had been deleted. 

3831 3.3 Deleted users showing in groups on tasks 

When a worker must be chosen from a group, the 

list of users was containing deleted users. 

3832 3.3 Tasks can't be started if set to specific user 

No users were available within the 'Assign To' 

field within the Start Task window if task was set 

to a specific user. The task couldn't be started. 

Tasks New 3557 3.3 Ability to create a task from a pack of documents 

Added the option to right-click and start a task 

from a pack of documents. 

3620 3.3 Set the comment box as mandatory 

Added the ability to set the comment box as 

mandatory when a user is providing a reason 

within a task. 

3713 3.3 Change document order in tasks window 

Added the ability to be able to change the order 

of documents within the task window. 

Thumbnail 

Generator 

Fix 3499 3.3 Thumbnail generator can require restart 

On certain files where thumbnails could not be 

generated the thumbnail generator was hanging . 

Users Fix 3746 3.3 Disabled users still being displayed 

When adding users to a new or existing group, 

disabled/deleted users were displayed. 

Fix 3765 3.3 Issues selecting bulk users to add to group 

When adding users in bulk to a group, not all of 

the highlighted users were added. 

Viewer Fix 1887 3.3 Support certain invalid characters in eml files 

Not able to open eml with invalid characters in 

the VC viewer.  

3789 3.3 Msg file bullet points can't be displayed 

Msg files containing bullet points were causing an 

issue with the VC viewer. The text within the msg 

was not being displayed correctly. 

 


